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FROM!THE!EXECUTIVE!DIRECTOR:!!Let!me!start!my!comments!with!this!statement:!Your%mission%as%a%coach%is%to%“grow%
kids.”%If%your%players%are%better%citizens%when%they%graduate%than%when%they%started,%you%have%done%your%job.%
WINNING%IS%YOUR%OBJECTIVE…BUT%MAKING%BETTER%PEOPLE%IS%YOUR%GOAL!%
! With!that!said,!let!me!continue!to!remind!you!that!this!month!might!be!the!toughest!month!of!coaching.!Some!
of!you!had!high!expectations!for!the!season!and!they!have!not!worked!out.!Some!of!you!had!low!expectations!and!they!
have!come!to!pass.!In!either!case,!you!will!now!need!to!earn!the!‘big!bucks’!you!are!being!paid.!Playing!out!an!
unsuccessful!season!is!tough.!Motivating!your!players!when!things!are!not!going!well!is!difficult.!It!might!be!time!to!
change!your!practice!plans!to!include!some!fun!times.!You!might!look!at!different!tactics!that!will!keep!your!players’!
attention!at!a!time!when!they!are!going!through!the!motions.!!New!offensive!plays!and/or!different!defensive!
alignments!might!be!in!order.!Change!might!be!good!for!you!as!the!coach!also.!Whatever!you!do,!don’t!give!up.!Keep!
motivating!your!players!to!finish!strong.!Sometimes!a!win!or!two!late!in!the!season!can!change!the!attitude!and!set!you!
up!for!a!tournament!run.!
BCAM’S!“COACHES!ASSIST!PROGRAM”:!BCAM!members!should!be!aware!that!there!is!a!fund!for!coaches!who!are!
facing!catastrophic!situations!in!their!lives,!i.e.,!house!fire,!sickness,!family!tragedy,!etc.,!where!emergency!money!is!
needed.!This!fund!is!administered!by!the!BCAM!Executive!Board.!If!you!know!of!some!coach!who!might!qualify!for!this!
program,!contact!me!at!bcamtom@aol.com!.!
MEMBERSHIP:!As!I!write!this!report,!our!membership!stands!at!4974!members.!We!have!until!February!15!to!top!last!
year’s!record!of!5175!members.!Whether!we!get!there!or!not,!it!is!great!to!know!that!Michigan!coaches!believe!in!the!
importance!of!a!BCAM!membership.!The!BCAM!Board!of!Directors!is!committed!to!serving!basketball!coaches!and!will!
continue!to!work!hard!to!keep!BCAM!as!a!leader!of!basketball!coaches!associations.!!
HOSPITALITY!ROOM!AT!BOYS’!FINALS:!A!quick!reminder!that!BCAM!and!the!MHSAA!will!sponsor!our!annual!Hospitality!
Room!at!the!Breslin!Center!on!Saturday!of!the!Boys’!Finals.!If!you!are!planning!to!attend!the!finals,!make!sure!to!join!us.!
Details!will!be!in!the!March!Monthly!Report.!
! I!am!passing!on!some!links!to!articles!and!videos!that!I!think!you!will!be!interested!in!viewing.!Hopefully!you!
will!find!them!beneficial:!
FORMER!MR.!BB!HAVING!GREAT!SEASON:!Monte!Morris!(Flint!Beecher!HS),!Mr.!Basketball!2012]13,!is!tearing!up!the!
college!court!at!Iowa!State.!Click!here!for!an!update:!!
http://www.mlive.com/sports/flint/index.ssf/2016/01/espns_jay_bilas_lauds_iowa_sta.html#incart_river_home !
MORE!VIDEOS!FOR!YOUR!LIBRARY:!I!want!to!highly!recommend!that!you!take!the!time!to!check!out!these!videos.!They!
could!change!your!coaching!philosophy!for!the!better:!http://whatdriveswinning.com/video/!!
PARENT/COACH!COMMUNICATION:!!This!is!a!great!article!that!might!give!you!some!ammunition!for!dealing!with!
parents:!!http://www.winwiththepass.com/i]hate]banquets/!.!
HORIZON!LEAGUE!TO!PLAY!TOURNEY!IN!DETROIT:!!This!is!a!good!chance!to!see!Oakland!University!and!U!of!Detroit!
Mercy!in!action!during!their!league!tourney.!The!games!will!be!played!at!Joe!Louis!Arena!and!will!feature!outstanding!
college!teams!for!the!Horizon!League.!BCAM!members!are!being!offered!special!ticket!prices!and!benefits.!Click!here!for!
more!details:!http://www.bcam.org/sites/default/files/MCM%20BCAM.pdf!!
! Finally,!my!hat!goes!off!to!Daijon!Smith,!a!hooper!from!Harper!Woods!High.!He!was!recently!selected!as!the!
Sports!Illustrated!HS!Athlete!of!the!Month.!Daijon!works!with!elementary!kids!in!a!program!called!Neighborhood!United!
Maximum!Effort!Now!(N.U.M.E.N.).!He!helped!to!transform!a!youth!camp!of!40!kids!into!a!full]fledged!league!that!now!
has!150!members.!N.U.M.E.N.!founder!Will!Smith!says,!“He’s!a!young!man!you!can!depend!on.”!For!more:!
www.SI.com/HSathlete!.!
!



BCAM!PARTNERS!WITH!TV!PROGRAM:!!BCAM!and!State%Champs!(FOX!Sports!
Detroit)!have!teamed!up!to!highlight!the!state’s!top!players,!teams!and!
coaches.!!Each!week!State%Champs!will!highlight!games!from!around!the!
state.!!All!highlights!will!then!be!on!our!BCAM!website!for!your!viewing.!!State%
Champs!airs!every!Sunday!at!9!am!on!Fox!Sports!Detroit!and!rebroadcasts!5!
additional!times!during!that!week.!!Check!it!out.!

!
2016!REACHING!HIGHER!EVENT:!It's!that!time!of!year!again!to!!
nominate!underclass!basketball!players!for!the!BCAM!/!MHSAA!!

Reaching!Higher!Showcase.!If!you!know!of!a!student]athlete!!
(grade!9]11)!who!may!have!what!it!takes!to!play!basketball!at!the!!
college!level,!then!you!should!nominate!them!for!Reaching!Higher.!!
Nominated%players%should%be%outstanding%varsity%players%with%%
college%potential.!!!It!is!imperative!for!the!validity!of!the!event!that!only!players!of!the!highest!caliber!are!nominated.!The!
nomination!deadline!is!2/15/16.%For%more%information%click%here:%
http://www.bcam.org/content/reachingWhigherWinformation%%
%
%
Important SAT information for College Bound Athletes: 
The NCAA Eligibility Center released the following information which is extremely important to college bound 
athletes: 
If a student takes the current SAT before March 2016 and then takes the redesigned SAT at a later date, the 
NCAA Eligibility Center will not combine section scores from the current and redesigned SAT when 
determining a student's initial eligibility. The NCAA Eligibility Center will only combine section scores from 
the same version of the test. Because the redesigned SAT varies in design and measures different academic 
concepts than the current SAT, a numerical score on the current test may not be equivalent to the same 
numerical score on the redesigned test. Students should use recipient code 9999 when sending scores to the 
NCAA Eligibility Center. 
Please share this information with your athletes who aspire to play college basketball. If you would like 
updates on the latest developments from the NCAA Eligibility Center, you may subscribe at the following 
link:   http://pub.s1.exacttarget.com/ews2gcckbqd .   

 
 
SOME GOOD THOUGHTS ABOUT THE NEED TO ACQUIRE AND RETAIN OFFICIALS:  

 Acquiring and retaining reputable officials is problematic in some areas of the country. Athletic administrators, 
however, are continuing their efforts to combat the retention issue, and sometimes the most basic fulfilled requests are the 
most effective. 

“I believe a good number of schools could enlighten the sports  
officiating scene by taking pride in being a great host to officials when  
they come to their school,” says Roger Barr, director of officials for the  
Iowa High School Athletic Association. “When officials are well taken  
care of by a school, that news travels fast among officiating groups.” 

Sometimes the simplest gesture – providing a sandwich or a  
slice of pizza and a soft drink for the ride home to an official by an  
on-duty administrator – may go a long way in retaining reputable  
officials for future events. 

“The administrator needs to check with them at halftime and  
between contests,” Barr says. “Someone should accompany the  
officials to the playing facility and back to the locker room throughout  
the contest(s). Basically making the officials feel welcome and the mere  
fact the host school appreciates their efforts.” 

In addition, Barr noted that having a student ambassador greet the officials when they arrive and update them 
regarding the event’s schedule may produce goodwill for the future. 

“People go where they are invited and stay when they are welcomed,” said Theresia Wynns, director of sports 
and officials for the National Federation of State High School Associations. 
!

!



BOB!TAYLOR:!ARTICLE!ON!YOUTH!BASKETBALL!!By%Bob%Taylor,%(Long%time%high%school,%college%and%youth%coach%and%
former%BCAM%Board%Member)%

For!about!the!last!decade,!I’ve!almost!never!seen!an!athlete!go!from!bad!to!good!after!middle!school.!I’ve!seen!
some!mature!early,!but!these!kids!fade!out,!except!for!the!clumsy!kid!that!finally!gains!coordination!!

When!a!player!gets!“good”!at!6th!grade,!they!feel!“special”.!This!generation!craves!feeling!special!and!if!they!
don’t!they!will!go!to!something!other!than!basketball!to!make!them!feel!special.!Parents!badly!want!their!kids!to!feel!
special!and!will!seek!to!find!an!activity!that!makes!their!young!child!feel!special.!

If!a!parent/coach!wants!to!help!the!child!become!special,!get!them!to!realize!that!a!good!work!ethic!is!what’s!
needed!to!be!special.!This!sounds!simple,!but!it’s!rarely!done.!Have!the!child!learn!the!game!by!exploring!all!aspects.!
Have!them!learn!to!play!the!correct!way!before!learning!specific!moves!and!skills.!Once!they!have!the!fundamentals!
down,!they!can!then!move!on!to!offensive!moves!and!playing!different!offensive!positions.!Doing!the!opposite!can!and!
often!does!hurt!short!term!success.!

I’m!very!much!against!the!individual!training.!When!money!changes!hands,!this!falsely!make!the!kid!feel!special.!
Many!AAU!clubs!now!tweet!and!promote!kids!to!attract!others!to!their!club!because!they!can!feel!special.!This!creates!
the!scenario!where,!as!Coach!Don!Meyer!used!to!say,!“the!light!at!the!end!of!a!tunnel!is!an!oncoming!train.”!Kids!have!
been!made!“special”!without!learning!a!work!ethic!and!then!it’s!a!“what!now?”!feeling.!

Martina!Navratilova!stated!that!the!best!thing!her!parents!taught!her!was!a!great!work!ethic.!When!she!
associated!hard!work!with!improvement,!she!realized!the!key!to!getting!better!was!hard!work.!Again,!this!sounds!simple,!
and!it!is,!but!it!is!so!rarely!understood!and!practiced.!

High!school!kids!should!know!that!their!high!school!coach!is!the!most!honest,!non]objective!resource!they!have!
because!their!coach!doesn’t!get!paid!to!make!them!feel!special.!But!in!today’s!world!this!now!makes!them!“the!bad!
guy”.!I!know!a!lot!of!coaches!who!have!had!this!experience.!

To!me,!the!way!to!win!this!is!simple—“get”!the!kids!before!6th!grade!and!teach!them!work!ethic,!and!the!game!
of!basketball!correctly.!!
!
WHAT!CAN!I!DO!TO!HELP!MY!ATHLETES!THAT!ARE!SUFFERING!WITH!LOW!BACK!PAIN/ISSUES: 
!By%Jon%Sanderson%MS,%CSCS,%SCCC,%USAW1,%FMS,%TPI - Head%Strength%and%Conditioning%Coach - Michigan%Men’s%Basketball 
!Always!seek!the!counsel!of!a!qualified!sports!medicine!professional.!!If!your!athlete!is!cleared!to!participate!in!
basketball!practice/games!this!info!below!could!be!helpful.! 

!The!Lumbar!Spine!(low!back)!is!meant!to!be!a!stable!area!of!the!
body!that!moves!less!than!the!areas!that!surround!it.!!The!Hips!
and!Thoracic!spine!conversely!require!more!mobility!for!
optimum!low!back!health!and!performance.!!When!the!Hips!and!
Thoracic!Spine!are!tight!the!Lumbar!spine!is!forced!to!move!in!
ranges!of!motion!which!could!cause!irritation!or!injury.!!The!Hip!
Flexors!specifically!are!linked!to!so!many!issues!with!the!low!
back.!!Many!of!our!athletes!spend!so!many!hours!seated!(hip!
flexors!are!in!a!shortened!position)!throughout!class!and!study!
hall!all!day,!it!is!natural!for!the!hip!flexors!to!get!tight.!!Below!
are!two!mobility!exercises!that!would!be!ideal!for!a!pre]practice!
routine!for!athletes!that!have!a!history!of!low!back!dysfunction.! 

!5]Way!Hip!Mobility!Routine:  https://twitter.com/CampSanderson/status/692013425547988992 
!Side!Laying!T]Spine!Mobility:  https://twitter.com/CampSanderson/status/692013687482273792 
Follow%me%on%Twitter%@CampSanderson 
!
 
 
 
 
 



JIM HANEY SPEAKS: Jim Haney is the Executive Director of the National Association of Basketball Coaches 
(NABC). You might find the following article interesting, especially his comment on the new “Freedom of Movement” 
rules:!http://issuu.com/nabc/docs/nabc-timeout-winter2016/7?e=1380257/32247575 . 
 
5"WAYS"TO"BECOME"THE"“GO0TO”"COACH"ON"YOUR"STAFF"
by#Rich#Czeslawski,#NHSBCA#Director#of#Development#and#Communications#

"
Every"coach"on"a"staff"has"a"role"(sometimes"more"than"one),"but"the"key"to"a"successful"staff"is"the"presence"of"a"“go0to”"
coach."This"is"not"the"coach"who"everyone"dumps"work"on,"but"rather"the"coach"everyone"looks"to"in"times"of"adversity."
The"coach"everyone"knows"they"can"count"on"for"help"both"professionally"and"personally."

"
When"tough"times"hit,"are"you"the"one"everyone"looks"to,"or"the"coach"people"avoid?"Here"are"5"things"you"can"do"to"
become"the"“go0to”"coach"on"your"staff:""

"
1 . "Be"Humble, "Be"Grateful , "and"Be"Thankful� "
All"human"beings"have"ego."Those"who"let"their"ego"become"their"defining"characteristic""
are"never"effective"leaders.""Those"who"suppress"their"ego"for"a"greater"cause"are"easy""
to"love"and"to"follow."Giving"thanks"and"showing"humility"endears"you"to"those"you"lead.""
Make"a"habit"of"it."

"
2 . "Don’t "Burn"Bridges"
Often,"in"difficult"conversations,"we"are"faced"with"an"internal"conflict"as"to"whether"to"take"the"high"road"or"get"just"one"
“dig”"in"on"our"way"out"the"door."As"satisfying"as"it"may"feel"at"the"time,"it"is"ALWAYS"regretted"in"hindsight."Worse,"the"
more"cutting"the"comment"is,"the"more"damage"is"does"to"you"and"your"reputation."The"offended"party"is"released"of"all"
guilt"and"feels"vindicated"because"you"showed"your"“true"colors”"on"your"way"out."Be"known"as"the"coach"who"does"not"
get"rattled"and"keep"your"cool"during"these"conversations."

"
3 . "Remember"the"Big"Picture"and"Keep"Perspective"
It"is"very"easy"to"get"caught"up"in"our"own"problems."We"are"the"ones"going"through"them"and"having"to"deal"with"them,"
and"it"is"easy"to"let"them"consume"us."When"you"hit"a"rough"patch,"take"a"step"back."Count"your"blessings"and"take"notice"
of"your"surroundings."Things"are"never"as"bad"as"you"think."Stay"focused"on"your"long"term"vision"and"on"the"process"you"
are"following"to"make"that"vision"come"true."At"the"same"time,"be"cognizant"of"the"problems"other"coaches"and"players"
may"be"going"through"and"help"lift"them"up"whenever"possible."

"
4 . "Value"Relat ionships"with"Those"You"Work"With� "
How"often"do"you"take"the"time"to"thank"the"people"around"you"who"do"the"little"things"to""
make"your"job"easier?"Coaches,"do"you"know"first"names"of"the"custodians"who"clean"up"after""
you"every"night?"Do"you"go"out"of"your"way"on"a"regular"basis"to"thank"the"secretary"in"your""
office"who"does"the"busy"work"so"you"can"live"your"dream?"Do"you"tell"your"family"and"your"closest"colleagues"that"you"
appreciate"them"every"day?"Nothing"in"life"is"more"important"than"relationships."The"more"you"value"them,"the"happier"
you"will"be,"and"the"more"you"will"get"out"of"them."

"
5. "Love"What"You"Do"and"Embrace"the"Opportunit ies "to"Do"It� "
Find"a"way"to"do"what"you"love"for"a"living"and"you"never"work"a"day"in"your"life."Coaches"get"this"as"well"as"any"group"I"
have"been"around,"but"even"we"need"to"be"reminded"of"this"occasionally."Let"your"passion"for"your"work"show"and"share"
it"with"others.""Doing"so"automatically"inspires"them"to"work"harder"and"share"their"passion"as"well."You"can"be"the"light"
that"shapes"your"staff"and"your"program"by"allowing"others"to"see"the"light"your"passion"turns"on"in"you."

"
Those"in"the"coaching"profession"understand"the"importance"of"team"chemistry."We"strive"to"build"it"with"our"players"in"
order"to"win"battles"on"the"court."We"should"also"be"working"to"build"it"within"our"coaching"staff"in"order"to"win"battles"
off"the"court!"Your"players"will"pick"up"on"the"vibe"your"coaching"staff"emits,"whether"positive"or"negative.""

"



You"have"a"choice"every"day"as"to"whether"you"want"to"embrace"the"ideals"listed"above"or"worry"about"yourself"and"your"
own"career;"however,"it"is"much"more"rewarding"to"be"the"“go0to”"guy,"and"your"servant"leadership"will"make"you"a"coach"
others"seek"out"and"respect!"
!

Del Harris Five Levels of Communication 
This post was written by NBA Coaching Legend Del Harris. 

This was written for Coach Harris’ book, On Point–Four Steps to Better Life Teams. 
 
Thoughts on communicating in mentorship: 

Five levels of communication. When speaking to groups about relating to others more effectively from a leadership 
position such as coaching, I often specify five levels in communicating with team members. Each succeeding level requires a bit 
more volume and urgency in order to be effective. 

a. Conversational. In the conversational level you are getting to know your people or are conducting normal verbal 
exchanges with acquaintances, good friends or loved ones. This is necessary learning what makes each individual tick, as well 
as in forming and maintaining relationships. Some of the conversation will be about the work involved, but much will be of 
other items that affect daily life—family things, current events and the like. It is important to set a good environment for 
learning (getting better at whatever the endeavor happens to be on a life team), but it is equally important to get to know each 
individual’s “personal context.” Each of us is different and part of being able to show real concern for another is to learn what 
things are unique to the person you are mentoring. Once you understand a little better one’s personality and background, it is 
easier to help that person on both the good and bad days that he will go through as you work together. Good listening technique 
is required, whereas many coaches/teachers tend to dominate the conversational levels with the second level that is noted next. 
Never underestimate the power of listening, and it takes a measure of humility to do that. 

b. Informational. At the informational level, you are speaking more authoritatively and more firmly because you are 
teaching or expressing an opinion you think is of value. Teachers, preachers, coaches, and similar type leaders will raise their 
tone and expand their body language when instructing in order to emphasize the subject matter. This results from the passion 
that one should have for his subject material and the desire to help the listener to become a better performer. Or, it may simply 
be the way a person speaks when he “has the floor” in a group. His voice will be elevated above the conversational level, but 
controlled, compared to the level of a sales pitch or election rally. It is amazing that some overlook this difference when in a 
restaurant, seemingly wanting to get the attention of everyone in the restaurant. 

c. Encouragement. Expressions of encouragement must be real, appropriate and given with feeling. It is important to 
express genuine excitement for improvements and successful achievements. The level of emotion should be commensurate to 
the value of the act. Overplaying a simple achievement, or underplaying a real accomplishment, can undermine the speaker’s 
credibility. In the NBA for example, some feats deserve a nod, some a fist bump, while others merit a chest bump, perhaps. 
Extreme jubilation should probably be reserved for winning a championship. In the NBA, when an individual player or an entire 
team celebrates with over-the–top animation too soon, most experienced onlookers will say, “Hey, act like you have made a 
shot before, or act like you actually won a game in the past!” However, while chest bumps may be out of place in the office, 
good performances do demand a commensurate level of acknowledgement. Faked or forced encouragement cheapens real 
achievements and does little to uplift the person, who probably assumes he is about to hear the next sentence with “But,” and 
then be followed with a suggestion or criticism. 

d. Correctional. Mistakes should not be overlooked; they must be identified and corrected. Again, there should be an 
increase in the emotion or urgency in the voice, similar to the encouragement mode. The third and fourth levels, 
encouragement and correction, must be balanced against one another, but carry more emotion and urgency than the previous 
levels to be effective. It is great to be positive in one’s approach to problems, but everything isn’t “OK”, particularly repeated, 
similar violations. While a good argument can be made that the process of any endeavor is more important than the result, real 
life dictates that we are judged primarily on results. It is obvious that eliminating errors is important to achieving good results. 
This is especially true when done in an orderly, disciplined manner. To emphasize, people may shortcut or cheat to get a good 
result in the short run. But that is not a legitimate method on which to base a program or system. Correction that facilitates 
proper execution will provide better long-term results than will ill-advised shortcuts. In sports the best teams do not beat 
themselves by ignoring errors or committing the same mistakes repeatedly. 

e. The fifth degree, or “going crazy” level.” As for the fifth degree, there are simply times when the person who 
leads or takes the point in a situation has to assert a strong authoritative approach. Occasionally, the followers must learn that 
the leader has a limit, an edge that they really don’t want to challenge often. Does overturning the tables in the temple ring a 
bell, or how about calling the Pharisees a generation of vipers face to face in front of a large audience? However, this is an area 
that can be overdone to the leader’s and the entire operation’s detriment. I have embraced the following plan for over 30 years: 
Think of it like having one of the six-shooters in the old Western movies—or maybe a nine-shot clip for the younger folks. 
When the season or campaign or yearly audit is over, it is good to have a bullet or two left in the chambers. Use them up too 



soon, and you will be like a villain in those Westerns—you will pull the trigger and all that will be heard is a click—you are out 
of bullets! You may as well throw in your black hat—you are done! If you think you can use an automatic weapon approach 
when criticizing, you will wear down your people quickly and they will shut you out. That method of teaching/coaching just 
doesn’t wear well in the post 1970’s society. Whether that is a good or bad thing is dependent on one’s opinion, but it is the 
reality in team building in the post-Vietnam era. 

Think of it this way: better putting will improve all golf scores. Don’t be so quick to pull out the driver (sorry, no 
mulligans); use your power wisely. Scale back to the correctional level and then move on down to the instructional level, as 
soon as it seems appropriate to do so. Once you have made your point, move away from an emotional response to a more 
controlled one. A lot of times we forget that we can only make our main point once. After that, it is making the same 
point over and over; that tends to become argumentative and/or destructive. 

As a coach, focusing on the important aspects of leadership, improvement, and teaching the game can be overshadowed 
at times by urgent matters such as getting time-sensitive information out to your team. There are basketball team management 
apps that allow you to have immediate access to player and parent contact information on your desktop workstation, tablet, or 
phone. However, there are other ways to make the job of managing the team easier as well. Team management tools, like 
TeamSnap, automate a lot of these processes for you. In addition to letting you create, update and store a team roster, tools 
like TeamSnap let you see players’ availability for games and practices, assign responsibilities such as post game food or 
snacks, and keep track of who has paid their equipment fees, and completed their paperwork. 

 

     20 Tips for a Positive New Year 
Updated for 2016 (A month late but still some good thoughts) 

 

1. Stay Positive. You can listen to the cynics and doubters and believe that success is 
impossible or you can trust that with faith and an optimistic attitude all things are possible. 

2. Take a morning walk of gratitude. I call it a "Thank You Walk." It will create a fertile mind 
ready for success. 

3. Make your first meal the biggest and your last meal the smallest. Eat breakfast like a king, 
lunch like a prince and dinner like a college kid with a maxed out charge card. :) 

4. Remember that outside circumstances and events have no power over you. You create 
your world from the inside-out.! 

5. Talk to yourself instead of listen to yourself. Instead of listening to your complaints, fears 
and doubts, talk to yourself and feed your mind with words of truth and encouragement you 
need to keep moving forward.! 

6. Post a sign that says "No Energy Vampires Allowed." Gandhi said, "I will not let anyone 
walk through my mind with their dirty feet." 

7. Don't chase dollars or success. Decide to make a difference and build meaningful 
relationships and success will find you. {Tweet This} 

8. Get more sleep. You can't replace sleep with a double latte. 

9. Don't waste your precious energy on gossip, energy vampires, issues of the past, negative 
thoughts or things you cannot control. Instead invest your energy in your purpose, people and 
the positive present moment. 

10. You don’t have to be great to serve but you have to serve to be great. Look for 
opportunities to Love, Serve and Care. 

11. Live your purpose. Remember why you do what you do. We don't get burned out because 
of what we do. We get burned out because we forget why we do it. 



12. There's no such thing as an overnight success. Anything worthwhile takes time to build. 

13. Trust that everything happens for a reason and expect good things to come out of 
challenging experiences. 

14. Implement the No Complaining Rule. If you are complaining, you're not leading. 

15. Read more books than you did in 2015. I happen to know of a few good ones. : ) 

16. Don't seek happiness. Instead decide to live with passion and purpose and happiness will 
find you.! 

17. Focus on "Get to" vs "Have to." Each day focus on what you get to do, not what you have 
to do. Life is a gift not an obligation.! 

18. The next time you "fail" remember that you aren’t failing, you are becoming. You aren’t 
failing, you are growing. 

19. Smile and laugh more. They are natural anti-depressants. 

20. Enjoy the ride. You only have one ride through life so make the most of it and enjoy it. 

How will you make 2016 more positive?     --Jon Gordon 

 
 
“If you're trying to achieve, there will be roadblocks. I've had them; everybody has had them. 
But obstacles don't have to stop you. If you run into a wall, don't turn around and give up. 
Figure out how to climb it, go through it, or work around it.”― Michael Jordan  
 
 “I learned that courage was not the absence of fear, but the triumph over it. The brave man is 
not he who does not feel afraid, but he who conquers that fear. ”― Nelson Mandela 
 
“Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to success. If you love what you are 
doing, you will be successful. ”― Albert Schweitzer 
 
“The easiest thing to be in the world is you. The most difficult thing to be is what other people 
want you to be. Don't let them put you in that position.”― Leo Buscaglia  
 
“Few things in the world are more powerful than a positive push. A smile. A world of 
optimism and hope. A 'you can do it' when things are tough.”― Richard M. DeVos 


